REPORT

1. The fifth session of the Working Group established to prepare Best Practices for Effective Enforcement (hereafter: the “Working Group”) was held in hybrid format (in person in Rome and remotely via Zoom) on 12-14 December 2022. The Working Group was attended by 28 participants, comprising members, observers from intergovernmental and other international and academic organisations, independent observers, and members of the UNIDROIT Secretariat (the List of Participants is available in Annexe 2).

Item 1 Opening of the session and welcome by the Chair of the Working Group and the Secretary-General

2. The Chair opened the session and welcomed all participants attending in person and remotely. The Deputy Secretary-General echoed the Chair’s welcome to all participants, referring in particular to the most recently added observer to the Working Group, the representative from the Kozolchyk National Law Center (NatLaw), Mr Spyridon Bazinas.

Item 2 Adoption of the agenda and organisation of the session

3. The Chair proposed the organisation of the session as follows: the first day of the session would be devoted to discussing the draft best practices on enforcement by way of authority (W.G.5 – Doc. 3), with any remaining discussions to be continued on the morning of the third day of the session. The second day of the session would focus on considering: the draft best practices regarding enforcement of security rights (W.G.5 - Doc. 4), which contained revised best practices on repossession, disposition, and judicial recourse in extra-judicial enforcement of security rights; the update of the discussion paper on online auctions (W.G.5 – Doc. 5); the presentation by the representative of the World Bank Group, Ms Mocheva, on the use of alternative dispute resolution in enforcement; and the updated paper on enforcement on digital assets (W.G.5 – Doc. 6).

4. The agenda, as proposed and laid out in Annexe 1, was unanimously adopted.

Item 3 Update on intersessional work and status of the project (Study LXXVIB – W.G.5 – Doc. 2)

5. Upon invitation by the Chair, the Deputy Secretary-General referred to Document 2 on intersessional work and status of the project. She noted that the document contained a summary of the issues that had been discussed at the fourth session, as well as earlier sessions, and of the intersessional work that had been carried out by the Working Group since then. She further noted
that the discussions at the fourth session had been elaborated in more detail in that session’s report, and that the outcome had been taken into account by the respective drafters in their preparation of the papers presented for this session.

6. She focused particularly on the joint workshop that had been organised in the intersessional period by the chairs of the Digital Assets and Private Law and the Best Practices for Effective Enforcement Working Groups to shed light on various issues linked to enforcement on digital assets, which had seen the participation of their respective experts as well as external invited experts. The workshop had been held on the last day of the 101st session of the Governing Council on 10 June 2022, and had been instrumental, together with additional research, to the development of Document 6 on “Enforcement on Digital Assets”. The workshop had featured three roundtables: one examining the generally available remedies in relation to digital assets, a second focused on enforcement of creditors’ rights in digital assets, and a third focused on judicial enforcement of digital assets, with closing remarks delivered by the Co-Chairs. The Deputy Secretary-General pointed out that as the Digital Assets and Private Law Working Group was already at an advanced stage in their project, the consideration of enforcement on digital assets needed to be prioritised by the Working Group to ensure a coordinated approach between the two projects.

7. The Deputy Secretary-General further noted that Document 5 contained an update of the discussion paper on online auctions based on research conducted by the Secretariat, which confirmed the suitability of the direction adopted by the draft recommendations on the topic.

8. The Chair thanked the Secretariat for the helpful Report contained in Document 2 and welcomed the intersessional work advanced by the subgroups.

**Item 4 Consideration of work in progress:**

**Item 4 (a) - Draft best practices regarding enforcement by way of authority (Study LXXVIB – W.G.5 – Doc. 3)**

9. The Chair introduced the next item on the agenda, referring to Study LXXVIB – W.G.5 – Doc. 3, on enforcement by way of authority, thanking Reporters Fernando Gascón Inchausti and Rolf Stürner for their work. She asked the Working Group to focus on policy issues rather than formulation, to get a better understanding of, and reach consensus on the policy underlying the draft best practices. She further suggested to start with Section III in the document, which contained a revised part on enforceable instruments.

10. Professors Fernando Gascón Inchausti and Rolf Stürner (Reporters) confirmed that Section III had been modified and partly restructured to take the Working Group’s plenary discussion in April into consideration.

**Section III (enforceable documents)**

11. The Reporters briefly introduced section III, starting with Recommendation 1 which had been drafted to impress upon legislators the need to clarify with sufficient certainty which documents would constitute a sufficient basis to proceed with enforcement by way of authority, and to establish specific requirements as to their content, authenticity, and form.

12. They further noted that Recommendation 1 (III) contained an enumeration of the most common directly enforceable instruments in various jurisdictions. In this respect, they highlighted that “authentic notarial documents” were mentioned as enforceable documents, which was very common in civil law jurisdictions but not unknown in common law jurisdictions (the equivalent concept being a cognovit note by which a debtor authorises its creditor’s attorney to submit a confession in court allowing judgment against the debtor).
13. The Reporters then focused on 1 (IV), addressing “private” documents as enforceable instruments. They did not envisage to apply the same procedure that would apply for the documents listed in 1 (III) to these documents, but proposed instead a two-step approach whereby the creditor should first apply for a warning notice, possibly electronic or based on a pre-printed form to be served on the debtor, of the issuance of an execution notice by the court in the absence of the debtor’s objection or fulfillment of the obligation by the debtor; should neither situation arise, the execution would be treated as an enforceable instrument. This different approach would both avoid an excessive burden on the register for enforceable instruments, as in most cases the debtor would either pay or oppose the notice, and would also provide a way for private documents to become enforceable when not opposed.

14. In the ensuing discussion, one expert questioned why arbitral decisions were not expressly listed among the examples of enforceable documents under Recommendation 1 (III) and suggested to replace the expression “public authority” with “other authorities”. Other experts asked whether “notarial documents” would encompass documents drafted by private parties and validated by a notary as to the authenticity of their provenance (e.g., validation of signatures), or would only refer to documents whose content was validated by a notary or similar public official. The Reporters clarified that the paragraph was meant to refer to the latter type of documents.

15. It was further queried whether enforcement agents would be considered public authorities entitled to check whether the document received from the creditor satisfied the required standard of reliability, such as in the very common case of utility invoices in some legal systems. The Chair commented that the qualification of judicial officers as public authorities might depend on the legal system. The Reporters noted that the public utility invoice would be considered a private document under Recommendation 1 (IV) and judicial officers would be entitled to enforce it only if it were admitted in the register provided for in Section V, after fulfilment of the pre-condition of a “warning procedure” according to Recommendation 1 (IV).

16. The main part of the discussion focused on the treatment of private documents under Recommendation 1 (IV).

17. One expert shared the cautious approach towards private instruments in enforcement by way of authority chosen by the draft text, while at the same time acknowledging that the language of Recommendation 1 (IV) should be amended to reflect the clearer and more positive language already provided in the commentary to the provision.

18. Some experts, on the other hand, expressed concern over the seemingly restricted scope of Recommendation 1 (II) and spoke against differentiating “public” and “private” documents, with arguments based on the existing, successful practice in some countries of direct enforcement based on private documents that fulfilled certain threshold requirements provided by the domestic legal system. If such instruments were not covered by 1 (II) and (III), the best practices would propose a less efficient and workable solution than the existing ones. As a drafting proposal, it was suggested to refer to “other private documents that the enacting State recognises as enforceable instruments” while other private documents would be subject to the procedure under 1 (IV), and to provide all necessary additional guidance for enacting States in the commentary. Reference was made, in this respect, to mediation agreements, as witnessed by international developments in this field (Singapore Convention).

19. Additionally, one expert recalled that the decision to provide guidance on the matter had originated as a reaction to the problems created by the practice in some legal systems to include documents such as simple invoices in the category of enforceable instruments. In light of the concerns expressed above, it was suggested that the current draft provision of Recommendation 1 (II) might be amended to include certain types of signed private documents that domestic law considered authentic and reliable, while keeping the differentiation with other documents such as invoices. As an alternative, it was suggested that reality was more nuanced than the very clear-cut
distinction between “public” and “private” documents, and that there might be merit in considering a middle category of documents reaching a sufficient threshold in terms of reliability that legal systems could add to the list.

20. The Reporters reiterated that the purpose of the recommendation was not to discriminate against private documents but to provide a different procedure for documents that are often opposed by the debtor, rendering them registrable only after a preliminary step to verify the debtor’s consent (or lack of opposition) and thereby avoiding an excessive burden on the register. If the difference between public and private documents were cancelled, and the provision were to defer to domestic laws, it would amount to leaving the situation as it is without improving the current scenario.

21. Another issue raised in the discussion regarded the debtor’s opposition to enforcement of private documents. It was pointed out that, according to the current draft, the debtor’s opposition would entail the need for the creditor to resort to ordinary civil proceedings, which would be a step back for legal systems that had introduced a more limited form of opposition for certain types of reliable private agreements. The Reporters replied that it would be possible to think about raising the threshold for oppositions, but that it was important to distinguish between the different types of opposition that were envisaged in the draft best practices, including Section III, Recommendation 5, which regarded the merits of the underlying claim, and complaints against admission in the register based on formal grounds under Section V, Recommendation 1.

22. In summing up the debate, the Chair noted that there was consensus on the suggestion to improve the current text of Recommendation 1 (IV) in light of the language contained in the commentary. There was still, however, a difference in opinion among participants as to whether Recommendation 1 (II) should be amended to include some types of private documents that had sufficient elements of reliability according to the laws of the enacting State (specifying a common minimum threshold), or whether it should be limited to public documents. There were also some queries regarding the interconnection with the requirement for registration, and whether this would constitute an additional obstacle and add further steps to the actions required by the creditor to execute its claim. She suggested that since the issue of enforceable documents was strictly connected to the issue of registration of such documents, which was envisaged as a cornerstone of the part on enforcement by way of authority, it would be expedient to address Section V on electronic registers before coming back to the issue of enforceable documents. Moreover, considering that the draft best practices provided for interconnected steps that were differentiated according to the factual situation, she asked the Reporters to kindly support the deliberations of the Working Group by drafting a visual flowchart with the actions required by the creditor to fulfil all threshold requirements to initiate the execution of its claim in the different situations. In addition, the flowchart should clarify who would be responsible for taking decisions along the procedure. This chart would not be part of the final instrument but would be very useful in assisting the Working Group in reaching a common understanding of the issues. The Reporters agreed to provide such a chart.

Section V (Electronic registration)

23. The Reporters clarified that the registration system proposed in the draft best practices was designed to promote cooperation between enforcement organs and would facilitate the procedure when different organs or different enforcement measures were involved. It was based on the fundamental rule of party disposition (Section I, Recommendation 2), reflected in the obligation of enforcement organs to start from, and consider, a party’s application for the execution of claims. A second function of the registration would be to provide the parties in an enforcement procedure and their representatives with information, taking into account, however, the fact that creditors to a proceeding would not usually have a legitimate interest to be informed of other proceedings. Another function of the registration system was to replace existing formal pre-conditions for enforcement, and replace paper-based documents with an electronic format.
24. The Chair opened the floor for a first round of comments. One issue raised was whether "all enforceable instruments" needed to be registered under Recommendation 1 (I), regardless of the time when enforcement was sought. The Reporters clarified that registration would only take place where the creditor intended to apply for enforcement, cross-referencing Recommendation 4 of Section III (enforceable instruments) which provided that the registration of enforceable electronic instruments be a mandatory precondition for the commencement of enforcement proceedings.

25. The Chair and some experts expressed concern that requiring the setting up of the electronic register as a mandatory precondition for enforcement would deter States who were not (yet) prepared for the costly investment to implement such a solution, or undergo the digital transformation required to obtain electronic data for the register, from using the finalised best practices to improve their enforcement laws. As such, the Working Group discussed the possibility of leveraging existing registers/registries and databases, such as attachment registers, or case-management registers, for the electronic enforcement registers. It was agreed that the possibility for a State to adapt an existing well-functioning register to be fully consistent with the best practices, if it did not wish to completely revamp its entire registry system, would be included in the commentary.

26. Some participants raised a further point of concern on Recommendation 1 (I), according to which the envisaged registers should be administered by court magistrates, since this would be likely to impose an additional, and possibly unwelcome, heavy burden on judicial authorities. They suggested adopting more generic language in the draft, to allow legal systems to consider different modes of management and/or supervision of the register involving public authorities. The Reporters explained that registers ought to be administered by a court magistrate to ensure independent and neutral handling of sensitive data. They cautioned against the possibility of a private party administrator storing the register data on the cloud, which would adversely affect the implementing State’s sovereignty over such data. This led to a discussion on the relationship between the extent of control and sovereignty public authorities had over data, and the technical design of the registers, which affected not only the general management of the registers, but also issues concerning the approval of modifications or deletions of data. In light of the practical implications, it was suggested that the issue of whether the data could be stored on the cloud would have to be left to the implementing State, and that such details would not be covered in the best practices. The Chair summarised the discussion and observed that there was support for the use of electronic registers, and that while there was merit in the view that they should be under the administration of a court magistrate, it was considered more practical to state that they be administered or supervised by a public authority, leaving the arguments in support of administration by the courts to the commentary.

27. In relation to cloud storage, a number of experts agreed that the best practices should be formulated in a technologically neutral manner, since while functional recommendations could be made for the registers, the project should avoid giving any specific technological recommendations.

28. There was a brief discussion on the extent of the information which should be made available in the registers and on whether they should contain only selected information from the files of the enforcement authority. The Reporters explained that, according to Recommendation 1 (III), all relevant data on ongoing enforcement proceedings should be made available in the registers.

29. This point led to a discussion on the issue of access to the information in the registers. In relation to who could access the information, some experts suggested that anyone who was a party to the enforceable instrument (and their legal representatives) should have access, as well as the enforcement authority. Whether or not enforcement officers could access information created by other enforcement officers was debated, leading to a discussion on how to safeguard enforcement officer activity, particularly when it was conducted in a regime of competition. There was general agreement that, given the sensitive nature of the information stored in the registers, pertaining to the assets of a debtor for instance, they should not be wholly publicly available. The more specific
issue of competing or conflicting proceedings could then be addressed when discussing the modalities of access to the information.

30. Discussions on the matter of how the information could be accessed focussed on whether creditors, debtors, and their lawyers should be able to access the data of their own enforcement proceedings directly, or whether the registration office should need to manage such access. When some experts asked to clarify the meaning of “admission by the registration office” in Recommendation 1 (IV), the Reporters explained that it was intended to cover the scenarios of admission by the court magistrate as well as admission in an automated format. It was agreed that relatively stricter rules would govern the access to data concerning competing or conflicting enforcement proceedings.

31. The discussion proceeded to examine what the ability to “access” information should entail. While the Reporters pointed out that applicable data protection rules may already cover what information should be accessible, there was general agreement that the recommendations should set out in further detail the extent to which different users were able to view information, add new information, and modify existing information (whether submitted by the same user or by a different user) in the registers. It was also suggested that reference could be made to comparable guidelines or best practices on access to information relating to other types of electronic platforms. The Chair concluded that the wording in Recommendation 1 should be refined to cater for the discussion on the access to information.

Item 4(b) - Draft best practices regarding enforcement of security rights (Study LXXVIB – W.G.5 – Doc. 4)

32. Professor Neil Cohen, Reporter, introduced Document 4, containing revised and augmented recommendations as well as commentary that had been developed by Subgroup 2 regarding enforcement of security rights. He recalled that the goal of the subgroup was not to reform the substantive law of security transactions, but rather to focus on the phase of their enforcement, therefore producing recommendations that should be useful in a particular State, whether or not it had already introduced a full-scale reform or modernisation of its secured transactions law following international standards. The intention was to provide benefits both to States that had reformed their secured transactions law regime, and to those that had preferred to maintain their substantive secured transactions laws unaltered, or that had introduced a partial reform, but would still be interested in having an effective and efficient enforcement regime. The Reporter highlighted that the work that had already been produced was, in any case, very strongly guided by current international standards on secured transactions law, particularly those developed by UNCITRAL, and recalled that the Working Group’s consensus was to not deviate from those standards in the absence of a strong reason to proceed otherwise.

33. The Reporter also noted that the Working Group had previously approved the drafted recommendations in principle and had agreed that the goal for this session was to produce commentary to the recommendations. Therefore Subgroup 2 had focused on adding commentaries to the recommendations, which had generally remained unaltered since the last session. He pointed out that while the black letter recommendations were useful, they very often required commentary containing convincing justifications as well as explanations in more accessible language and illustrations on their potential application.

34. The Deputy Secretary-General recalled that the Drafting Committee would make the final adjustments to the draft text, and that the Working Group should focus on reaching agreement on the policy issues underlying the best practices during its current session. The Drafting Committee would then focus on achieving uniformity and harmonising the language, as well as making revisions to coordinate the different parts of the instrument (such as finding suitable alternatives to the opening phrase of the recommendations, as had been discussed at previous sessions).
Annex 1 – Repossession of tangible collateral

35. The Reporter proceeded to present Annex 1 of Document 4, which contained the recommended best practices for obtaining possession of tangible collateral (sub-team Professors Neil Cohen and Teresa Rodriguez de las Heras Balbín). He explained that they had focused on extra-judicial enforcement in particular, but had also included situations requiring the assistance of the judiciary. He then presented Recommendation 1, pointing out that the last sentence of the recommendation had been added to clarify that the Working Group was not suggesting that extra-judicial repossession would be the only path available to the creditor, and that judicial repossession would be available as well. He also noted that the additions to the commentary had been drafted to provide a solid explanation of the advantages of extra-judicial repossession and the reasons why it should be recommended. In particular, while comment (d) set out the economic rationale underlying the choice for extra-judicial repossession, comment (e) balanced this right by pointing out that its operation would be subject to an important set of limitations particularly designed for the protection of the grantor of the security right.

36. When one participant queried the potential effects the best practices may have on the UNCITRAL Model Law on Secured Transactions, the Reporter, the Chair, and the Deputy Secretary-General all intervened highlighting the difference in nature between the UNCITRAL Model Law on Secured Transactions and the envisaged instrument on best practices for effective enforcement, clarifying that the latter were designed to augment and provide additional guidance regarding those aspects of enforcement of security rights not addressed by UNCITRAL instruments.

37. The Reporter moved on to present the commentary to Recommendation 2, noting that the Working Group had discussed it in previous meetings. He explained that the commentary was designed to provide further details on the requirement that the secured creditor be able to obtain possession extra-judicially of tangible collateral after default only if agreed with the grantor in the security agreement or otherwise in writing. One expert queried if the expression “or otherwise in writing” should differentiate between subsequent written agreements concluded before or after the debtor’s default. The Reporter clarified that the expression had been used to reflect the language adopted by the UNCITRAL Model Law on Secured Transactions, and suggested that the Drafting Committee might address this issue.

38. In the ensuing discussion, the commentary received general support by the Working Group. One expert expressed his particular support for expanding the last sentence in comment (c) under Recommendation 2, which was in brackets. This would be useful to address the issue that had been raised on the possibility for the grantor to agree with extra-judicial repossession of the collateral before or after default, in order to explain the economic rationale and practical consequences of the recommendation. The Chair concluded that the brackets could be deleted, calling for emphasis and further elaboration of the policy point expressed therein.

39. The Reporter then presented Recommendation 3, which provided for a second procedural protection for the grantor. According to this provision, the creditor could not exercise the right to repossess the collateral unless it gave reasonable notice of default to the grantor. In particular, comment (b) had been designed to explain the rationale and the advantages of the recommendation, which was in fact not provided for in some legal systems. Comment (c), in turn, had been inserted to clarify that both the grantor’s interests and the secured creditor’s economic interests should be protected. The commentary was therefore the result of balancing these interests, and had been drafted to emphasise the economic impact of the rules on enforcement, entailing that the harder it is for the secured creditor to repossess, the lower the risk reduction for the secured credit, which increases the cost of credit and decreases its availability. Finally, the Reporter referred to comment (d), which described an exception already contained in the Model Law on Secured Transactions.

40. The Working Group discussed whether the expression “reasonable amount of time”, in comment (c) could be drafted in more detail to provide guidance on the exact amount of time which
would be considered reasonable. Summarising the discussion, the Deputy Secretary-General suggested that it would be useful to add illustrations of what, given the circumstances, would constitute a clearly unreasonable amount of time, and of what would be understood as clearly reasonable in the circumstances. The Secretariat also highlighted that it would be useful if the illustrations made it clear that what is reasonable depended on the context, highlighting that there were also in-between situations that would need a more specific scrutiny. An expert further pointed out that instead of specifying a reasonable amount of time in the law itself, it could be left to the judiciary to decide on this matter if the legal system of the implementing State deemed it more appropriate. The Reporter agreed with the suggestions, pointing out that the commentary could refer to legislative techniques such as using the expression “not to exceed [X] number of days, but no less than [X] number of days”. It was agreed that the subgroup would draft more illustrations on the matter.

41. The Reporter then addressed Recommendation 4, noting that it had been designed to acknowledge that it was common for legal systems to provide for additional measures to protect grantors who were consumers. Comment (b) described some of the common mechanisms used by legal systems in this regard. Such measures were very often considered matters of local domestic public policy, rather than matters for which a worldwide standard could easily be developed. As with some of the previous recommendations, comment (b) had been drafted so as to provide economic guidance, by noting that a balance should be achieved, since creditors should retain an incentive to extend credit.

42. The Deputy Secretary-General recalled that such recommendation was aligned with the scope of the project and noted that, despite the project being specifically focused on business-to-business transactions, a provision acknowledging the deference of the instrument to national consumer law was advisable. The Working Group further discussed whether the deference to national consumer law should be stated in a more general manner, as it might also apply to other parts of the best practices. Nevertheless, it was highlighted that it was advisable to retain such specific recommendation in the part of extra-judicial repossession, as it might have a particular impact in this area of the law. Considering the support of a number of experts for the recommendation, while at the same time mindful of the Working Group’s mandate to focus on business-to-business transactions, the Chair concluded that it would be advisable to adhere to the present formulation of the best practice.

43. The Reporter moved on to present Recommendation 5, which the Working Group had already discussed but which was likely to need further input. The recommendation elicited a lot of discussion, in particular on the use of expressions such as “breach of the peace” and “breach of public order”, given that a “breach of public order” could exist in the absence of an objection from the grantor, and conversely a reasonable behaviour by the creditor could be met by objections from the grantor.

44. The Reporter and the Chair summed up the discussion stating that Subgroup 2 would further consider how to redraft the recommendation and the commentary to provide useful guidance both on the aspect of the objection of the grantor (or the person in possession) and from the perspective of the standard of behaviour on the part of the secured creditor seeking to take possession. It was also stated that the Working Group had found the expressions “breach of the peace” and “breach of public order” helpful and that it was left to the Drafting Committee to consider whether these expressions should be mentioned in the recommendation itself or whether they should be included in the commentary. Finally, there was also general consensus on the need to insert some illustrations on these matters.

45. The Reporter then moved on to present Recommendation 7, noting that it would be advisable to discuss Recommendation 6 at a later stage, as it concerned judicial relief in the extra-judicial repossession process. He noted that the Working Group had already discussed the black letter text of Recommendation 7, which provided that the grantor is entitled to recover compensation for the damage it suffered as a result of a violation undertaken by the secured creditor, and that comments
(b) and (c), in particular, had been designed to explain such rule in a more detailed manner. In this regard, comment (b) emphasised the compensatory rather than punitive nature of the damages, while comment (c) acknowledged that some States have, in limited ways, deviated from this approach.

46. The Deputy Secretary-General raised the issue of whether the commentary should refer to the fact that legal systems may characterise the conduct of the creditor as a criminal violation or another violation, giving rise to remedies not rooted in private law. This issue was mentioned since the recommendation, as currently drafted, could lead the reader to conclude that the only remedies available were in damages. The Working Group agreed with the suggestion, clarifying that the instrument would not draft best practices on other kinds of violations since those were not within the scope of the instrument, but would rather acknowledge that, depending on the applicable law, there might be other consequences not stated in the black-letter recommendation. The Reporter agreed that the Drafting Committee should propose a short paragraph on the matter, to be included in the commentary.

47. There was also general consensus among Working Group members in relation to the drafting of the last sentence of comment (b), which did not exclude that a legal system could provide for remedies going beyond compensatory damages (e.g., punitive damages) in special circumstances.

48. Finally, a number of experts questioned whether Recommendation 7 should address the issue of the costs of repossession of collateral and recovery of the debt. In general, it was agreed that this was an important issue that should be dealt with, noting that the matter was within the scope of the instrument. It was agreed that Subgroup 2 would propose language on this point to be included in the commentary, at the very least acknowledging the fact that this issue is typically dealt with in the contract between the parties. The Reporter also noted that, once this was done, the Working Group could decide on whether such inclusion would be appropriate.

49. The Reporter moved on to address Recommendation 8. He recalled that Working Group members had previously suggested to include such a provision explicitly. A discussion ensued on whether the text should be placed in the recommendation or in the commentary, and on how to avoid touching upon domestic agency law or national law on civil proceedings rather than enforcement. The Chair summed up the conclusions by suggesting that it might be a question of formulation: the recommendation could be drafted to say it was understood that the applicable law would cover the actions of the agents of the secured creditor. It was agreed that the subgroup or the Drafting Committee would take such issue into account and make drafting proposals.

50. The Reporter then moved on to Recommendation 9, noting that the square brackets had been added because no final conclusion had been reached the last time this recommendation had been discussed by the Working Group, though there had been general agreement to consider this issue. Teresa Rodríguez de las Heras Ballesl, Co-Reporter on this part of Document 4, presented the recommendation, explaining that it was innovative as it did not have an antecedent in the UNCITRAL Model Law on Secured Transactions. The purpose of the provision was to offer a specific illustration of what good faith and commercial reasonableness meant in the specific scenario where there was an oversecured obligation (meaning that the value of the collateral was significantly greater than the amount of the secured obligation) and the collateral was composed of tangible assets which could be divided. It was suggested that, as a best practice, the secured creditor should selectively and partially take into possession only those items that were sufficient to repay the loan and cover other expenses. The commentary provided further explanations on the need to achieve a balance of the competing interests at stake.

51. Several concerns were raised on this recommendation, partly related to the policy and partly to practical issues in its implementation. It was pointed out that the provision assumed that there would be a reasonable objective evaluation of the collateral, which should be carried out by the secured creditor beforehand. The provision also assumed the existence of a secondary market in
which such an evaluation would prove to be correct. In the ensuing discussion, another expert supported the recommendation, noting that it was in line with the principle of proportionality that was one of the founding principles of the whole instrument, and suggested that the issue be solved by shifting the burden of the proof to the grantor, as it would be easier for the grantor to provide proof that the creditor could have proceed in a more reasonable manner. Other experts supported the recommendation, noting that in such an extreme case it would be unfair for the secured creditor to dispose of all the assets. It was pointed out, however, that there could be some cases in which such an assessment was not that clear and a possible solution would be, as noted previously, to work on the burden of proof. Some questions were also raised regarding what the remedy for the debtor might be if the creditor did not comply with the recommendation; whether the recommendation might create uncertainty for the creditor and raise the cost of access to credit; whether it would also be useful to include the scenario where there was only one asset with a value significantly higher than the debt (which was a more difficult case than the one envisaged in the recommendation); and whether the recommendation could be approached from the perspective of the debtor’s duty to cooperate or the principle of proportionality.

52. It was further highlighted that such a provision should not create any risk of the secured creditor not being paid in full, pointing to the expression “amount that can reasonably be expected” used in the draft text. There was also agreement that the provision worked in cases where it was absolutely clear that the secured creditor could be fully paid by disposing of only some assets. Furthermore, experts added that the provision could also encompass the scenario where, should the realisation efforts differ in relation to different items of collateral, the creditor should not decide for the realisation that took longer, or that was more difficult.

53. Finally, the Secretary-General noted that the term “oversecured” could bear another meaning compared to what was meant in Recommendation 9 and that it might be better to avoid using the term.

54. It was finally agreed that the Drafting Committee would review the recommendation and attempt to identify a means to clarify the limited scope of the recommendation (no broader than the initial example), to avoid problems in other scenarios.

Annex 2 – Disposition of the collateral

55. The Chair referred to Annexe 2, which contained the draft recommendations on disposition of collateral. She recalled that the Working Group had previously discussed and approved the draft recommendations contained in Annexe 2 and suggested that the Working Group focus on the commentary to those recommendations. She further noted that the discussion should be focused on the provisions of Annexe 2 dealing specifically with the extra-judicial methods of disposition, recalling that the Working Group would address the issue of the interconnection between the judicial and extra-judicial methods of enforcement at a later stage.

56. Mr Richard Kohn and Mr Fábio Rocha Pinto e Silva, Reporters for Annexe 2, introduced the updated version of the document, pointing out that it had been revised to better reflect the language of the UNCITRAL Model Law on Secured Transactions, as mandated by the Working Group. They also noted that the team had added commentaries and illustrations to the recommendations in the revision.

57. The Reporters asked the Working Group to consider if there should be a recommendation providing a non-exhaustive list of the types of extra-judicial disposition methods available to secured creditors, considering that some methods could be novel to many jurisdictions, with the caveat that the creditor might deem other types of enforcement commercially reasonable. They noted that such a provision had been included in the commentary to the first recommendation, but that it may be useful to consider whether such a list should be the subject of a specific “black-letter” recommendation.
58. The Working Group reached a general consensus in relation to the substance of the drafted list, which provided for examples of extra-judicial disposition methods, but the experts did not reach a final solution regarding the location of the provision. The Chair noted that this issue amounted to a drafting matter and proposed that the subgroup be asked to briefly explain each type of extra-judicial disposition method and existing best practices related to them, instead of merely listing the available methods. It was also suggested that the newly drafted material should be later discussed by the Drafting Committee, which would then propose the best way of presenting it in the instrument. The Working Group agreed on the proposed way forward.

59. The Reporters then addressed the issue of whether the recommendations should provide for more guidance relating to time periods, which were addressed rather generically in the UNCITRAL Model Law on Secured Transactions. The Chair noted that time periods depended on the circumstances of the case and this should be made clear in the comments. She also suggested to apply the same solution that had been adopted for previous recommendations, that is to provide illustrations of what would constitute a clearly unreasonable time period as well as a range of situations that would be considered as reflecting reasonable time periods.

60. Finally, the Reporters referred to Recommendation 10, which addressed the question of who may seek relief when there was alleged non-compliance with the provisions relating to enforcement, providing two options. Option A provided that relief may be sought by the grantor, any other person with a right in the encumbered asset whose rights were affected by that non-compliance, or the debtor. Option B, on the other hand, provided that any person affected by the alleged non-compliance would be entitled to seek relief. This could include a competing claimant and a guarantor of the secured obligation, alongside a co-owner of the encumbered asset.

61. The Working Group agreed to only retain Option B in the recommendation, as it included non-compliance not only by the secured creditor, but also by the debtor and by any other relevant party. Nevertheless, it was also agreed to tentatively maintain a reference to Option A in the commentary, should it be considered appropriate. There was also general agreement concerning the need to expand the comments to include injunctive relief, subject to a decision on how such a reference would intersect with Annex 3 of Document 4 and possibly with the broader picture of Document 3.

Annex 3 – Judicial action in the context of extra-judicial enforcement

62. Professor Neil Cohen, Reporter for Document 4, addressed Annex 3 on judicial action in the context of extra-judicial enforcement of security rights. He briefly presented the four drafted illustrations, which described the events in the course of extra-judicial enforcement of security rights that may require judicial action. He noted that input was sought particularly from Subgroup 1.

63. The Reporter noted that Subgroup 2 was comfortable in asserting that, in all these situations, the interested party should be able to seek judicial relief, highlighting, however, that an ordinary judicial proceeding could substantially diminish the extent and possibility of creditor’s recovery. In this regard, the Reporter pointed out that a common understanding had been reached on the need to provide recommendations regarding possible “expedited” proceedings, though there was no agreement on the exact terminology to be used to refer to such proceedings.

64. It was agreed that the Secretariat would facilitate a discussion on Annex 3 between interested participants of the Working Group, and that the Working Group would receive an updated document in a timely fashion. The Reporter also invited other participants in the Working Group who had not yet been directly involved in the discussions to provide their comments on Annex 3 in writing.
Item 4 (e) - Enforcement on digital assets (Study LXXVIB – W.G.5 – Doc. 6)

65. Professor Teresa Rodríguez de las Heras Ballett, Reporter for Document 6, explained that the document had been updated with some illustrations of possible best practices in Annexe 1 for the purpose of discussion by the Working Group. She briefly explained that the first proposal (item II.1) concerned the issue of whether the best practices should include a very general principle on enforcement of digital assets, drafted as a non-discrimination principle or as a functional equivalence principle. She then noted that the document contained three drafting options for such a principle for the Working Group to consider. She clarified that the first option was very much aligned with the definition of digital asset provided in UNIDROIT’s Digital Assets project, while the second focused on the idea that existing methods for enforcement on digital assets should be applied to the fullest possible extent, taking into account the functional characteristics of digital assets. She finally explained that the third option was very similar to a working draft developed for the ELI Principles on Enforcement of Digital Assets. The idea underlying the third option was that the enforcement of digital assets should not be denied solely on the grounds of the digital nature of such an asset. The Reporter then posed to the Working Group the question of whether it was necessary to explicitly state such a basic principle in the best practices, or whether it amounted to an evident assumption.

66. In relation to the general principles and the options, several experts pointed out that the three options were not necessarily mutually exclusive, as they addressed different issues. In particular, the recommendation that existing methods for enforcement would apply taking into account the functional characteristics of digital assets was considered to be an important point to be clarified in the best practices.

67. The Reporter went through the second drafting illustration on the duty to cooperate (item II.2), highlighting the principle that parties have to cooperate in order to render the identification and the tracing of the digital asset feasible and effective. In particular, she drew attention to a set of issues to be considered, which included the need to ensure debtors’ cooperation, as much information was usually protected or confidential or under the exclusive control of the debtor (e.g., information on a private key or where the assets were stored). In cases in which cooperation by the debtor was insufficient or ineffective, it would be necessary to provide for a duty of third parties to cooperate (e.g., custodians, marketplaces, platforms, intermediaries, etc.). The Reporter asked the Working Group to comment on the scope and extent of such a duty to cooperate.

68. The Reporter moved on to the third drafting illustration (item II.3), pointing out that it covered another problem that was typical of digital assets: search measures to access information on digital assets for enforcement. She highlighted that the Working Group should consider how these assets were searched in an effective and efficient way, and to which extent procedural law already provided for enforcement methods that were effective for searching purposes.

69. The Reporter then addressed the fourth drafting illustration (item II.4), noting that it attempted to make a distinction between the need for cooperation in identifying and tracing the asset and the need for cooperation in enabling the transfer of control necessary for the purpose of seizure. In practical terms, the judicial or enforcement officer may need to have access to the private key in order to proceed with the attachment and the subsequent seizure or sale of the asset – a step that differed from the previous phase related to the mere tracing of the asset.

70. The Reporter went on to introduce the last three illustrations on which the draft text was yet to be formulated, noting that feedback on these matters would be very useful. The fifth drafting illustration (item II.5) addressed the issue of digital assets in custody. The Reporter clarified that the purpose was to ensure that the court and all the other authorities involved in enforcement possessed the technical mechanisms that were necessary to effectively implement custody of the assets. Furthermore, such digital assets should be properly protected and cybersecurity measures should be implemented accordingly. For example, the recommendation should raise awareness on the possibility of non-authorised disposition of the digital asset by the court or an enforcement agent. In
In this regard, the Reporter raised the issue of the level of detail to be provided by the best practices, especially concerning the liability issues that may arise in such cases. She also raised the issue of the level of detail that the best practices should provide in relation to the sixth drafting illustration (realisation of value), emphasising the volatile nature of the value of digital assets. Finally, the Reporter referred to the seventh drafting illustration (item II.7), raising the issue of whether there should be a specific best practice for the enforcement of digital assets that are used as collateral, since the project covered the enforcement of secured transactions.

71. In the ensuing discussion, one expert queried on the type of issues the recommendations were designed to address, that is cases in which the rights of a party with respect to the digital asset were interfered with in some way and the person was seeking protection of such rights by enforcing on the digital assets; or cases in which the claimant had a monetary claim originally unrelated to the digital asset, which would be enforced against the digital asset as part of the debtor’s patrimony. The Reporter clarified that the recommendations on enforcement of digital assets should be applied to the same enforcement situations that are to be covered by the whole project (e.g., the project would cover the situation where the enforcement official is seeking to attach the debtor’s bitcoin account to enforce an unrelated claim against the debtor).

72. Another expert noted that some of the proposed best practices specifically drafted to address enforcement of digital assets were similarly provided for by the general best practices on enforcement, such as the best practice of cooperation. This led to a discussion on whether the project should contain a dedicated section on digital assets, even if that section would reference, or build upon, general enforcement rules. It was suggested that the part of the project on enforcement on digital assets could refer to the general part, when necessary, with a description of how the different modes of enforcement could be combined to suit the particular nature of digital assets.

73. The Chair confirmed that there were good reasons to have a section that dealt specifically with digital assets in the future instruments, and highlighted the particular importance of the commentary for this part of the project. She pointed out, however, that the presentation was a drafting issue which should be further addressed by the Drafting Committee after agreement on the policy issues.

Item 4 (c) - Update of discussion paper on online auctions (Study LXXVIB – W.G.5 – Doc. 5)

74. The Deputy Secretary-General explained that the Secretariat had developed an updated version of the discussion paper. She noted that the purpose of the updated version was three-fold: first, to provide additional research on online auctions in some non-European jurisdictions; second, to include the relevant discussion from the fourth session of the Working Group; third, to provide some initial ideas of the possible topics for which best practices might be useful. A general question addressed to the Working Group was whether the best practices should address online auctions in the general part on enforcement by way of authority only, or whether it made sense to reference this issue also separately in the part on secured transactions, as it might be particularly useful in the scenario of extra-judicial enforcement.

75. In view of the limited time at its disposal, the Working Group was invited to send comments and any feedback on Document 5 to the Secretariat, especially considering whether the direction adopted in the suggested best practices was deemed adequate. It was also pointed out that feedback on the location of these rules would be kindly appreciated.

76. One expert noted that the Commission for the Efficiency of Justice of the Council of Europe was in the process of preparing best practices on online auctions involving an inventory of the practices in its member countries. The Secretary-General also noted that the European Commission had recently published a Directive Proposal which included paragraphs on online auctions in the area of insolvency. The Deputy Secretary-General then highlighted that, while these works would certainly be relevant for the project, it was important to decide on the Working Group’s preferred policy
direction, as the research already conducted by the Secretariat had shown that legal systems differed from each other on the matter.

Item 4 (d) - The use of alternative dispute resolution in the enforcement of security rights (presentation by Ms Nina Pavlova Mocheva, Senior Financial Sector Specialist, WBG)

77. The Deputy Secretary-General introduced Ms Nina Pavlova Mocheva (Senior Financial Sector Specialist, World Bank Group representative and Special Reporter) and thanked her for acting as a special reporter for the Working Group session.

78. The Special Reporter presented on the use of alternative dispute resolution (ADR) and online dispute resolution (ODR) in the context of enforcement proceedings, with a focus on the use of ADR and ODR as mechanisms for resolving debt-related disputes. She informed the Group that the pandemic had exacerbated household indebtedness around the world, bringing unprecedented economic challenges to many countries. In face of the upcoming debt crisis for micro-, small-, and medium-enterprises in many countries, she highlighted the urgency for policy makers to have efficient debt enforcement tools at their disposal, and to contemplate suitable alternatives if their existing systems were too slow to meet demands.

79. The Special Reporter presented on the possibility of using ADR and ODR when the debtor does not comply with its obligations, especially as a case management tool for courts or to deal with objections by the debtor. The use of ODR could assist virtual negotiations or communications without the need for the parties to be physically present, and although traditionally it had been used for contractual disputes, ODR was a useful tool for facilitating multi-party negotiation-based processes in general. She pointed out that the platform could be designed to fit the specific needs of the users, allowing States to refine the platform to achieve their specific goals. That said, such mechanisms would require the prior agreement of the parties unless they were court-mandated, and the outcome could still require some form of court intervention if the parties did not comply voluntarily. In some cases, the outcome of ADR could in turn become the subject of a challenge before a court. The different models of ODR platforms, and the benefits and challenges of using ADR and ODR were discussed at length (see slides attached to this Report as Annexe 3).

80. Following the presentation, the Special Reporter and an expert noted that some countries had a post-judicial mediation mechanism in place in their enforcement procedure, described by some as participatory enforcement, to enable the debtor to assist in the enforcement procedure and to identify a mutually convenient solution.

81. Another issue raised following the presentation concerned whether an automated system which made its own decisions would be defined as an ADR mechanism. The Special Reporter concurred that this was an issue with which the World Bank Group was grappling and spoke on the potential challenges this posed for traditional legal frameworks.

82. The Chair thanked the Special Reporter and suggested that the Working Group consider whether ODR should be mentioned in the best practices in the context of judicial and/or extra-judicial enforcement, also recalling the presentations that had been made by special reporters Ms Diana Lucía Talero and Mr Carlos Riaño and guest participant eBRAM at the fourth session of the Working Group.

Item 4 (a) - Draft best practices regarding enforcement by way of authority (Study LXXVI - W.G.5 - Doc. 3) (resumed)

83. The Chair resumed consideration of Document 3, suggesting that the issue of enforceable documents (section III of Document 3), which had been discussed on the first day of the session, be tabled for the intersessional work of a smaller group.
84. The Working Group addressed section IV on disclosure of debtors’ assets, which had been revised and provided with comments by the Reporters. Regarding the other outstanding sections of Document 3, the Chair noted that section V on registration had been fruitfully discussed in relation to the main policy issues, though some questions on various points of detail remained open, for which the Secretariat asked the Working Group to send written comments. Concerning section I on general provisions, the Reporters confirmed that it was an initial draft and the final version would be drafted after completion of most of the work on the other sections. Finally, the Deputy Secretary-General underlined the importance of section II on the organisational aspects of enforcement, which was part of Document 3 but that the Reporters had not completely finalised. For that section, she suggested that it would be useful for the instrument to highlight the obstacles to and advantages of implementing the different existing models depending on the specific legal, but also economic and social, system of a given country.

85. The discussion focused on the policy issues underlying section IV, starting with Recommendation 1. The Reporters noted that this section intended to balance the principle of proportionality with the need to ensure the effectiveness of enforcement proceedings, as stated in Recommendation 1 (I). Concerning Recommendation 1 (IV), it was clarified that its aim was to ensure that competent enforcement organs made use of publicly accessible registers, among others, in fulfilling their task of searching for debtor’s assets, but could also apply for access to other registers that required a case-by-case application demonstrating a legitimate interest. There was consensus in the Working Group that such a provision would not impose a case-by-case application unless it was required by the register to be consulted, and that it would be useful to incentivise a more complete acquisition of information regarding debtor assets.

86. On the other hand, this led to a discussion of whether the best practices should suggest that limited-access registers be made more accessible to enforcement organs, should their access be more restricted. One expert pointed out that legal systems differed regarding the extent of judicial officers’ right to access information stored in specific registers, such as, for example, tax registers. Several participants agreed that access to information in tax registers, for the limited use in a specific enforcement procedure and under protection of confidentiality, would be very helpful not only to gain a fuller picture of debtors’ assets but also to locate debtors, as those registers were updated regularly, as opposed to other public registries. In this regard, it was noted that restricting access to tax authority registers would amount, in practice, to granting a privilege to the tax creditor even in the absence of such a privilege or lien in the ranking of priorities of a given jurisdiction. Other experts underlined that it would be important to protect confidentiality and abide by data protection rules.

87. It was further noted that access to information by an enforcement officer would be facilitated by the interoperability of different registries. In this regard, some experts suggested that the instrument should look at those legal systems which had developed a well-functioning digitised and interoperable storage of information accessible to courts, particularly regarding bank information. Experts reiterated, however, the need to protect personal data and confidentiality.

88. This discussion led to consideration of the “duty to cooperate” provided in Recommendation 1 (II) and (III), as such provision referred to cooperation by the debtor but also by third parties in the disclosure of debtor’s assets. In more general terms, one expert questioned the usefulness of the concept of a “duty to cooperate” in relation to the debtor in the context of enforcement by way of authority of unsecured debt, which by definition did not rely on the debtor’s consent. The Reporters noted that there was a growing tendency in legal systems to expect cooperation from the debtor even if the system did not ultimately depend on it, as a cooperating debtor would be bestowed with advantages, or with additional sanctions if it did not cooperate. This trend was generally present in civil procedure, as witnessed, for example, by the role of the principle of cooperation in the 2020 ELI-UNIDROIT European Model Rules on Civil Procedure. There was however agreement in the Working Group that the comments should be more explicit on the positive duties entailed, especially when the duty to cooperate was expressed in general terms, and that the relationship between Recommendation 1 (II) and (III) should be clarified.
89. Some experts referred to specific instances where the debtor’s cooperation (and adequate sanctions for non-compliance) was essential to gain access to information, such as for digital assets. The Chair took note of these comments and tabled the issue for the continuation of the discussion on Document 6.

90. The discussion moved on to Recommendation 2 (II), which was a practical application of the principle of proportionality. This provision was the object of much debate, particularly regarding the meaning of “invasive measures”, which were considered inadmissible in the factual circumstances mentioned in the recommendation, and the limits to the action of enforcement authorities at the stage of disclosure in more general terms. The Reporters clarified that this recommendation was aimed at avoiding unnecessary disclosure and covered two situations: the case where the voluntary disclosure of specific assets by the debtor was sufficient to proceed with attachment, and the case where the enforcement authorities had good reason to assume that assets that were already known would be sufficient to permit full execution. For the latter situation, the comments referred to creditors such as banks, which are usually already aware of debtors’ assets that might be sufficient to cover enforcement. In the ensuing discussion, experts noted that some legal systems permitted enforcement authorities to proceed with a fully-fledged search using all electronically available information in a pre-enforcement phase, and queried whether this would be admissible under the draft best practices and why. The Reporters referred to Recommendation 2 (I) according to which the search for a debtor’s assets would commence when there was a registered enforcement instrument.

91. The Chair summed up the discussion stating that the current wording of the provision gave rise to doubts as to its meaning, particularly because of the reference to “invasive” measures which would seem to imply that other measures towards discovery of assets were still admissible, while the provision’s aim was to avoid recourse to the actions envisaged in Recommendation 2. She deferred the matter to the Drafting Committee, after which the provision and its commentary would come back to the Working Group to ascertain consensus on the policy.¹

92. The Reporters then asked for the Working Group’s input on the role of mediation in the phase of disclosure, which could facilitate the debtor’s cooperation in disclosing assets. Mediation was mentioned in the comments to Recommendation 2, while an express reference to it was contained in the General Provisions (Recommendation 2 (II)). There was a broad consensus in the Working Group that mediation could play a useful role in enforcement, and that there was a trend in legal systems towards a wider use of ADR tools including mediation and arbitration in the enforcement phase, which was often referred to as “participatory enforcement”. The mediation role of the judicial officer in finding a commonly agreeable solution between creditor and debtor was referred to as an example (e.g., a creditor accepting fulfilment of the debt in instalments). Experts noted, however, that a best practice recognising the potentially positive effect of allowing mediation in enforcement would be better placed in the General Provisions on enforcement by way of authority. One expert referred to the findings of her work as (Co-) General Reporter for the International Academy of Comparative Law on the use of ADR systems in debt enforcement and insolvency. She noted that mandatory mediation did not appear to be recommendable, and that elective mediation appeared to be particularly useful for systems with poor enforcement laws or practices, or for situations where negotiations led to the acceptance of the enforcement instrument by the debtor as a result of negotiations. She also noted that mediation played a useful role in post- self-enforcement disputes.

93. The latter issue triggered a discussion on whether a best practice on the use of ADR would be useful in more general terms, including for the enforcement of security rights, as witnessed by developments in secured transactions laws (and registries) in various countries. Some experts noted

¹ Question by the Secretariat: what is the relationship between Recommendation 2 (II) and Recommendation 1 (III); would Recommendation 2 (II) preempt actions under Recommendation 1 (III)? Should this be clarified?
that the type of mediation in the enforcement of unsecured claims might be different than in the context of enforcement of security rights.

94. The Chair concluded that there seemed to be clear support for developing the idea of mediation, particularly in conjunction with Recommendation 2 (II) of the General Recommendations, while the question of adequate cross-references throughout the best practices and adequate treatment of the issue in the part on enforcement of security rights was more open. She suggested that more thought go into this matter.

95. The Working Group moved on to address Recommendation 3. One expert expressed concern on its application in practice, since requiring a specific court order for searches conducted by judicial officers could paralyse their activities. The Reporters acknowledged that this was a policy decision they had taken based on recent developments in some jurisdictions, which had stemmed from concerns about the constitutional limits of searches in places of residence or offices. They clarified that this provision did not apply to the situation where the enforcement authority enters private property to seize assets with a known location, but only to situations where the only purpose of entering is to search for potentially available assets, e.g. by looking into company records or other storage places, including computers. Several experts however queried whether it was possible to clearly demarcate the two activities, as in practice judicial officers might enter a debtor’s premises to seize assets and contextually find other suitable assets, or find assets which would then be contextually seized on the strength of the same enforceable instrument. It was also queried whether the nature of the enforcement agent (i.e., public or private) might have implications on the need to obtain a court order.

96. In her conclusions, the Chair acknowledged the Reporters’ concern that there might be situations where constitutional imperatives restricted a search unless it was done on the basis of a specific court order, but cautioned against using language that could be interpreted broadly and unduly limit the effectiveness of enforcement procedures. She asked Working Group participants to share their thoughts and practical examples in writing. She further requested written comments on the remaining recommendations in section IV.

Item 4 (e) - Enforcement on digital assets (Study LXXVIB – W.G.5 – Doc. 6) (resumed)

97. Professor Teresa Rodríguez de las Heras Ballell, Reporter for Document 6, continued to present the Annexe to the document which contained an initial draft of illustrations for possible best practices on digital assets, based on previous work. The idea was to present enforcement issues in language that was related to the specific practical problems linked to enforcement on digital assets, without necessarily assuming, however, that digital assets were per se different from other types of assets. As the intent was to enable lawmakers to rely on this as a consolidated, structured set of rules pertaining to digital assets, the best practices had been drafted with the purpose of considering the technical and operational problems arising from digital assets.

98. The Reporter then went back to the second drafting illustration in Annexe 1 of Doc. 6 (item II.2) on the duty to cooperate in relation to identification and tracing of a digital asset, pointing out that it did not refer to attachment and seizure or sale. She noted that paragraph 4 covered the issue of court orders addressed to foreign service providers, as in most of the digital assets enforcement cases there was a cloud-based wallet controlled by a service provider located outside of the particular jurisdiction in which enforcement was sought. She highlighted that it was not difficult for the debtor to adopt opportunistic behaviour by changing the wallet from one service to another, and raised the issue of whether and to what extent such a situation might be contemplated in paragraph 4. In relation to paragraph 5, she explained that when the enforcement authority compelled the disclosure of a private key or account information, there was a potential risk of exposing the account to cybersecurity risks or the risk that a third party might transfer the digital asset, causing it to be lost.

99. The Chair opened the floor and referred to the previous discussion on the relationship between the general enforcement recommendations and the part on digital assets. She reiterated
that, ultimately, the part on digital assets could rely on a strong commentary explaining how the general enforcement recommendations applied to the particular case of digital assets.

100. The Working Group expressed support for the structure adopted by the drafting illustrations, with an expert highlighting that the different steps of tracing, seizure and realisation of value all had their own specific problems relating to digital assets.

101. Another expert referred to the issue concerning foreign entities and suggested that it would be more practical not to focus on forcing the foreign entity to release control of the asset, as this would entail jurisdiction problems, but to compel the debtor to take the steps necessary to transfer the control of the digital asset located in another jurisdiction. *The Reporter* acknowledged the relevance of such a measure and clarified that paragraph 1 of the drafting illustration under item II.4 addressed this issue.

102. In the ensuing discussion, one expert raised the issue of whether paragraph 2 of item II.2 should be redrafted to contemplate two distinct situations which did not seem to be encompassed by the current drafted text. One was a scenario in which a party, other than the debtor who had control of the digital asset, had to cooperate, and another was a scenario in which the debtor did not have control of the digital asset but nevertheless should cooperate in providing information. He also noted that the use of the adjectives “adequate”, “proportional” and “effective” should be harmonised throughout the text, as using them in different combinations could lead future readers to draw inadequate inferences from the absence of one of the terms. *The Chair* noted that this should be taken care of by the Drafting Committee.

103. The Working Group proceeded to consider whether there was any merit in singling out the issue of valuation, since digital assets such as bitcoins were typically subject to an intense fluctuation in value. It was however questioned how such a case would differ, for instance, from a sale of securities, with suggestions that the existing principles as applicable to (other) intangible assets could be analysed for adaptation to digital assets. This led to a discussion on whether special rules were indeed necessary to address the case of digital assets, or whether the existing general rules would be sufficient. One expert noted that one of the main problems would be linked to custody of digital assets by enforcement officers and their related liability, in case these topics were not addressed by the general part on enforcement.

104. There was broad agreement that Document 6 provided a methodological approach for the Working Group to organise its considerations and proceed in a thorough manner, drawing from it that there could be three possible scenarios: (i) issues for which a recommendation already provided for in the general part could be applied the same way in this different context; (ii) issues for which the general recommendation would need to be fine-tuned to cater for some practical obstacles particularly relevant in the context of digital assets; and (iii) issues for which there was a need to craft a specific recommendation because there was no available analogy. Further, it was considered that grouping all recommendations relevant to digital assets together would be useful for pedagogical reasons, to address the need of States for guidance in this area, as well as the difficulties faced by courts that did not know how to proceed with regard to digital assets. While remedies applicable to digital assets might not be dissimilar to those for other assets, it was considered valuable to have at least specific commentary to address how the remedies could work in the different factual instances encountered in scenarios involving digital assets, which might also entail a difference in terminology.

105. In summing up the discussion, *the Chair* recalled that the task of the Working Group was not to develop an exhaustive “code” of civil enforcement, but rather to address certain obstacles to enforcement that required special attention at the global level. In this regard, if one of the issues concerned valuation because stakeholders did not know whether they should use the normal rules or they should look at different ways to protect the interests of the parties involved, then it would make sense to insert a specific best practice, even if the general part of the project did not address the issue of valuation for enforcement on other assets. She further noted that it had been considered
helpful to deal with digital assets specifically, not because digital assets necessarily required different recommendations, but due to the need to explain how enforcement remedies would apply in the context of digital assets.

**Item 5  Organisation of future work and discussion on way forward**

106. *The Chair* recalled that the sixth session of the Working Group would be held on 14-16 March 2023 and emphasised that a great amount of work would have to be done intersessionally before that session, as well as immediately after the sixth session prior to the meeting of the Governing Council, where it would be important to present the state of development of the project. She impressed upon the Working Group the great value of members’ and observers’ contributions to the process, thanking them for their continued support.

107. *The Deputy Secretary-General* echoed the suggestion that the Working Group should commence intersessional work immediately after the fifth session. She noted that the Drafting Committee would take on the important role of reviewing the texts which had been agreed upon by the Group in terms of policy. Intersessional virtual workshops would be organised to resolve specific outstanding issues. *The Secretariat* thanked the Working Group for the overall spirit of cooperation demonstrated during the discussion, and urged participants to kindly send the Secretariat their comments on any issue of substance or form pertaining to the shared documents in a timely manner.

**Items 6 and 7  Any other business. Closing of the session.**

108. In the absence of any other business, *the Chair* thanked the Working Group and the Secretariat for the great amount of work accomplished during the fifth session, and declared the session closed.
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ANNEXE 3

ADR and ODR as Debt RESOLUTION mechanisms: Implementational challenges

(PowerPoint Presentation by Nina Pavlova Mocheva)
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Effective enforcement procedures in the aftermath of the COVID-19 pandemic

- After the COVID-19 pandemic, the crucial role of an effective enforcement system is even more blatant and obvious.
- Fast and effective systems are needed to solve liquidity problems currently facing businesses, preventing challenges from developing into non-performing loans.

Source: 2022 IHS Markit, quoted by S&P Global Market Intelligence
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Preliminary reflections: ADR in commercial dispute resolution

- At what stage of a dispute can ADR be attempted?
  - **BEFORE / INSTEAD** of commencement of a more formal (court) procedure: ADR may offer a speedier and/or more flexible process but the outcome of an ADR (including ODR) may run into similar or greater challenges as the enforcement of a judicial decision
  - **DURING** the enforcement procedure: judicial or out-of-court procedure - disputes between creditors over priorities, disputes over the amount of monetary obligation or types of obligations, etc.
- Examples of disputes arising where potentially ADR may be attempted:
  - The creditor may seek to obtain from a court speedy relief
  - The creditor decides to act judicially:
    - A court order shall assess the right of the creditor to proceed
    - Opposition to the commencement of enforcement proceedings for infringement of rules of procedure
    - Conflicting priorities between multiple creditors
  - Where the creditor decides to seek the obtention or the disposal of the collateral through an out-of-court mechanism, the following disputes may arise:
    - In the attempt to take possession of the collateral, the creditor meets the resistance of the debtor
    - In the attempt to obtain possession of the collateral, the creditor allegedly uses unlawful conduct
    - The secured creditor seeks to dispose of the collateral in an allegedly unlawful manner

Arbitrability of disputes arising during enforcement procedures (of secured transactions)

**Priority rights**
- Hierarchy among security interests
- Right of a higher-ranking secured creditor to take over enforcement
- Can priorities between security interests be settled by arbitration?

**Conflicting Rights**
- How to solve conflicting rights between creditors (secured creditors, unsecured creditors)

**Proprietary rights**
- How to deal with ownership protection rules on real estate?
- Appearance before local courts can remain mandatory for the validity and enforceability before third parties
- Is arbitration possible?
Importance of Enforceability: SIDRA Survey (2022)

- Respondents were asked to indicate which factors they considered as ‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’ in deciding whether to settle a dispute through arbitration, mediation or litigation.
- Direct enforceability and finality were the two factors, users considered ‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’ across arbitration, mediation and litigation.

Arbitration – Enforceability of Awards

- Domestic Arbitral Awards – in accordance with national arbitration laws and / or civil procedure codes – finality; possibility of corrections; limited grounds of setting aside by a local court

- Foreign Arbitral Awards – New York Convention 1958 (directly applicable by local courts or implemented in national legislation). Exclusive grounds for non-enforcement (Article V):
  - Party lack of legal capacity
  - Party was not given proper notice or otherwise unable to present its case
  - Award deals with matters beyond the scope of the arbitration agreement
  - Composition of tribunal or procedure not in accordance with party agreement
  - Award is not yet binding or has been set aside by a court at the seat
  - The subject matter of the difference is not capable of settlement by arbitration
  - Enforcement of the award is contrary to public policy of the country where enforcement is sought
### Mediation – Enforceability of Settlements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MOUs</th>
<th>Standard Legal Contracts</th>
<th>Review/Ratification (Vietnam CPC)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Not binding | Enforceable as long as meet general contract law requirements (Germany, Hong Kong, Netherlands, US, UK) | Enforceable upon review/ratification  
- as settlement deeds (Netherlands)  
- as notarized deeds (Slovakia)  
- as consent/arbitral awards (China, Germany)  
- as court orders (most court-referred/judicial mediation systems, Belgium, France, Japan, UK) |

- Guide to Enactment of the **UNCITRAL Model Law**: “…attractiveness of conciliation would be increased if a settlement reached during a conciliation "enjoy a regime of expedited enforcement or would, for the purposes of enforcement, be treated as or similarly to an arbitral award”

- The **EU Mediation Directive**: “[the Member States shall ensure] that it is possible for the parties […] to request that the content of the written agreement be made enforceable […] by a court or other competent authority in a judgment or decision or in an authentic instrument […]”

---
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WBG Armenia Project - The UB arbitration court in Armenia

- Specialized arbitration court was created in 2011 as an NGO funded by the Union of Banks for the purpose of avoiding a court case, allowing the final decision to be immediately enforceable through the Compulsory Services as an arbitration award.
- It provides arbitration services for disputes between banks and borrowers.
- Most cases are over small consumer loans, but some are over enforcement of collateral.
- Banking lawyers and consumer advocates serving as arbitrators.
- The original contract between a bank and a borrower must contain an arbitration clause.
- The arbitration awards are immediately enforceable.
- The fees are 1.5 percent of the claim amount, with a cap of AMD 500,000 (US$1200). 50% goes to the arbitrator(s).
- In 2015 they had 2,380 cases, in 2016 there were 2200, and 700 in 2017.
- The 2017 drop is attributed to greater use of out-of-court enforcement directly by creditors under the new Article 249 of the Civil Code.

WBG Vietnam ADR Project (mediation)

- Enforcement of Out of Court Mediation Settlement Agreements (Mediation Decree No. 22 of 2017 and amended Civil Procedure Code of 2016)
  - Parties involved in mediation agreements have full capacity for civil acts.
  - Mediation agreement addresses rights and obligations of the parties who signed it (does not affect third party’s rights).
  - One or both parties files a petition to request for the Court’s recognition.
  - The mediated agreement contents are completely voluntary, do not breach prohibitions by the law, not against social ethics, or do not aim to avoid obligations to the State or a third person.
- Petition for court recognition must be submitted within 6 months of reaching a settlement
- Non-recognition of successful out-of-court mediation results shall not affect the contents and validity of the out-of-court mediation results
- The or non-recognition of successful out-of-court mediation decision is immediately enforceable.

Appeal in accordance with appeal procedures are not allowed.
WBG Vietnam ADR Project (Arbitration)

- Enforcement of domestic arbitration awards (Law on Commercial Arbitration)
- VIAC - Domestic arbitral awards issued by an arbitration center, licensed by the MoJ:
  - If no voluntary compliance within the time limit, the award creditor has the right to request the competent civil judgement enforcement agency to enforce such award.
  - Grounds for setting aside: (i) no or void arbitration agreement; (ii) arbitration tribunal or the arbitration proceedings inconsistent with the parties’ agreement; (iii) dispute not within the jurisdiction of the arbitration tribunal; (iv) evidence supplied by the parties was forged; (v) an arbitrator lacked objectivity and impartiality; (vi) arbitral award is contrary to the fundamental principles of the law of Vietnam.
- Ad hoc domestic awards: enforceable after registration at a competent court
  - An ad hoc arbitral award must be registered within one year of its issuance at the court in the locality where the arbitration tribunal issued the award, prior to any request to the competent civil judgement enforcement agency to enforce the award
  - Registration or non-registration of an arbitral award shall not affect the contents and validity of such award.
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ENHANCED ONLINE CAPACITY OF MANY JURISDICTIONS in the aftermath of the covid-19 pandemic

- During the COVID-19 pandemic, legal systems and business have shown an extraordinary resilience and ability to adapt to the pandemic context using technology.
- Many jurisdictions increased their online capacity and adopted emerging technologies (e.g., e-commerce systems).
- To respect social distancing obligations and yet manage efficiently disputes, innovative solutions have been deployed (hearing, electronic case management, notifying operations through electronic emails, etc.)
- Rather than disrupting those processes already in place, there is now the opportunity for economies to formalize and streamline these processes and enjoy a competitive advantage for years to come.

What is Online Dispute Resolution (ODR)?

- ODR platforms are innovations in the field of dispute resolution, that utilize technology from commencement to completion for ADR tools such as mediation, arbitration, negotiation, ombudsmen, conciliation.
- ODR platforms provide the claimant (‘debtor’ in the case of insolvency) with effective tools to self-assess their case and be counseled during the online procedure no need to personally appear before any agency.
- ODR can be done either
  - Entirely online: email, chat, videoconference
  - Combination of “online” and “offline”

What is not ODR

Virtual proceedings or virtual hearing, automated processes or use of email are not ODR although they all share a digital location for dispute resolution.

e.g., Art 23 EU Directive 2019/2023 on restructuring frameworks allows the use of electronic means of communication.

Secure eNegotiation system that uses patented optimization algorithms to achieve fair and efficient solutions of disputes.
Preliminary consideration of policy design – the operational model

1) Private model
   • ODR provider administers the ODR platform
   • Legislation needs to ensure minimum standard to protect privacy and confidentiality.
   • Challenges regarding the enforceability of the outcome of the ODR (agreed settlement)
   • Confidential

2) Public model
   • Agency or governmental body administers the ODR platform
   • Adequate financial and other resources to ensure the platform success
   • Confidential

3) Hybrid model
   • Formalized court referrals to private ODR providers
   • Confidential

Key features of ODR System Design

ODR system are a malleable tools at the disposal of policy makers - it may be fine-tune to accommodate the specific legislation’s priorities (access to justice – minimize costs – process efficiency);

- Formality Level - Compulsory or optional participation
- Neutral third party to facilitate the ODR process
- Educational resources, such as learning modules on financial literacy
- Training and licensing requirements for participants and administrators.
- Enforcement mechanisms and procedures for decided disputes
ODR Implementation models Across Countries

CHINA

• ODR platforms integrated in court systems.

• ODR systems handle e-commerce and domain disputes, debt issues and labor disputes.

• Hangzhou Internet Court, Beijing Internet Court, and Guangzhou Internet Court concluded 88,401 Internet-Related cases, 80,819 of which were proceeded online throughout the whole process with an average proceedings holding for 38 days.

HONG KONG

• Launched its first ODR system - Electronic Business-Related Arbitration and Mediation (eBRAM).

• eBRAM uses blockchain and artificial intelligence technology for proceedings involving online negotiation, e-mediation, or e-arbitration.

• Evidential documents and legal submissions are uploaded online, while hearing are conducted through video conferencing in a secure environment.


CANADA

• Three provinces have ODR platforms.

  • Ontario: Civil Resolution Tribunal
  • British Columbia: Condominium Authority Tribunal
  • Quebec: Parle consommation

• They typically handle small claim disputes, multiparty, condominium-related disputes. Consumer and merchant disputes.

USA

• Pioneering in adoption of ODR to resolve commercial disagreements between buyers and sellers on online marketplaces.

• Most common cases handled by ODR sites (by volume) were traffic, warrant, and civil-debt related matters.

• More recently, landlord-tenant and contract collection cases were the most popular areas for ODR utilization.

American Bar Association, ODR in USA Report, 2019
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**Benefits of using ODR in (multiparty) Debt Resolution and for SMEs**

**PRACTICAL BENEFITS**

- The efficient and quick resolution of existing disputes (particularly important in the pre-insolvency context).
- Affordability of implementation due to minimal fees and reduced need for costly legal advice.
- Asynchronous and remote nature of ODRs reduces costly travel expenses.
- Convenience and greener option, again due to reduced travel and venue upkeep costs.

**INTANGIBLE BENEFITS**

- Reduced emotional toll from the legal process.
- Lack of in-person interactions removes some of the stigma associated with formal proceedings.
- ODR is less stressful and adversarial than traditional processes.
- Allows for more time to reflect before coming to an agreement, thus leading to more realistic offers being presented and higher likelihood of a settlement.

**ACCOMMODATING MULTIPLE CREDITORS (Restructuring Context)**

- Would allow multiparty negotiations to occur online with or without the assistance of an insolvency practitioner → making it more accessible for debtors who do not have informal ways of communication with all their creditors pre-insolvency.
- The rise of EWT would benefit from ODR as they allow multiparty negotiations.

---
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Barriers and Remedies to ODR Implementation

- ODR requires digitally sophisticated jurisdictions → may not be appropriate for jurisdictions lacking widespread access to technology.
- “Digital divide” where ODR participants possess varying degrees of computer literacy and skills → addressed via user-centric designs and robust support.
- Cybersecurity of information exchanged → preventative measures such as end-to-end encryption, firewalls, enforcement of data security and privacy policies etc.
- Power imbalance and lack of incentives for bigger, better-resourced parties participate in ODR who choose debt enforcement procedures → economies may link ODR platforms to judicial oversight systems, by making the process mandatory, or introducing negative incentives to encourage creditor participation.
- Significant expenditures (public and private funding) required for ODR development → economies can control costs by implementing a proportional cost model and providing participants with a dispute cost calculator.
Emerging Market Preconditions for ODR Platforms

- The legal and regulatory environment of the market deploying ODR systems is critical to the platform’s success. Jurisdictions with pre-existing privacy laws, well-established insolvency regimes, and sturdy enforcement mechanisms.
- Jurisdictions with robust internet networks are best suited to adopt these platforms. The digitization of ADR may be slower in certain jurisdictions, depending on the internet infrastructure.
- The existence of local technology firms and the availability of developers and programmers to keep costs low is an important factor for consideration. Local talent keeps the cost of maintenance and regular updates under control.
- Sufficient access to local expertise (i.e. Skilled mediators, conciliators, and arbitrators) is an essential element to the ODR’s success. Unnecessary delays arise from lack of sufficient local expertise.

Enforceability of ODR Outcomes

- International outcomes - Unclear how international conventions on recognition and enforcement of arbitral awards apply to awards made in ODR (relevant for foreign arbitration awards obtained through ODR).
- Private ODR systems – enforceability based on the type of outcome (mediation settlement, arbitral award or other) and the relevant legal framework governing ADR.
- Court-connected ODR systems - e.g., British Columbia’s Civil Resolution Tribunal functioning as an online court, resolution of small claim disputes of up to $5,000 CAD: an agreement, once formalized, can be enforced like a court order or if no agreement, a CRT member renders a binding decision.
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**WBG project in emerging markets: India and ODR platform to settle commercial disputes for MSMEs**

- Existing World Bank partnership with India’s Ministry of MSME for the development of ODR platform to settle commercial disputes for MSMEs (suppliers and buyers).

- The ODR platform seeks to leverage on India’s existing Samadhaan portal which allows a supplier file an online complaint for delayed payment by a buyer of products or services.

- Typically, upon receipt of complaint, the department reviews the case, and issues directions for payment of the required amount and any interest. However, no existing ODR platform within the Samadhaan portal.

- Aims at a hybrid model where ODR services are outsourced to private ODR service providers.
### WBG project in emerging markets: India and ODR platform to settle commercial disputes for MSMEs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>PARTNERSHIP OBJECTIVES</strong></th>
<th><strong>EXPECTED RESULT</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Development of the Functional Specifications for software developers.</td>
<td>• Reduce the incidence of delayed payments to MSMEs through ODR platform.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Development of Terms of Reference for the selection of private institutional conciliation and arbitration service providers</td>
<td>• Speed and efficiency to number of disputes settled.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Development of the Operating Guidelines to standardize the services of the private ODR providers.</td>
<td>• Increase the number of qualified conciliators and arbitrators leading to more enforceability of conciliation settlement agreements and arbitral awards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Trainings to enhance the availability of qualified conciliators and arbitrators to deliver ODR.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Sensitization and workshop awareness to encourage private sector use of ODR and out-of-court dispute resolution mechanisms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**THANK YOU!**

www.worldbank.org